
SPIES report that bureaucrat Samay Zhouand, the Acting Public Trustee of Queensland, has
had his appointment extended and he will now remain in the job until the end of next year.

Zhouand has been implementing a management overhaul since taking over in June from his long-serving
predecessor Peter Carne, whose shock suspension for “serious allegations that could amount to misbehaviour’’
still remains shrouded in mystery.

It sounds like he’s still got a ways to go in the deeply troubled agency.

A leaked copy of the annual “Working for Queensland’’ survey, filled out by 86 per cent of PT staff and released
this week, shows only 37 per cent have a favourable view of the “organisational leadership’’ and “organisational
fairness’’.
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The acting boss of the troubled Public Trustee of Queensland will stay in the role for
longer than expected. But a far-reaching project to change Public Trustee systems has
reportedly blown out to $65m.
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Samay Zhouand

Just 28 per cent are happy with their “workload and health’’ and fewer than half say they plan to stay in their jobs
in the next 12 months.

In addition, our sources have shed fresh light on the “Athena’’ project, a far-reaching initiative aimed at making
systemic changes to all PT services, including new software.

“The initial budget was approximately $33 million. That budget has now been exceeded by approximately $65
million in a short time and the actual staff have barely been consulted since Athena’s inception,’’ he told us.

A PT spin doctor insisted last month that the $30 million “digital transformation’’ undertaking was within
budget even as 10 contractors were cut loose from the project.

JOCKEFELLER BOUNCES BACK
IT TAKES quite a bit of chutzpah to compare yourself to John D. Rockefeller, the legendary US business titan
who founded Standard Oil in 1870 and went on to become a renowned philanthropist.

But that hasn’t stopped self-styled Brisbane startup mentor Jock Fairweather from having a crack despite the
stunning failure of his network of Little Tokyo Two incubator hubs earlier this year.

Fairweather, who wound up that company and two others with collective debts of nearly $2.4 million, has kept
busy over the past few months posting business success tips on his blog dubbed “Jockefeller’’. Seriously.

Jock Fairweather

Among the pearls of wisdom is this cracking piece of advice: “Run your business sustainably from the get-go and
be extremely focussed (sic) on what matters so that you can achieve great things in a short period.’’

Then there’s this gem: “Why do I give so little f---s? The more f---s you give the more stress you have. That’s
that.’’

The delightfully-named Fairweather, who won the 2016 young business person of the year gong at the Lord
Mayor’s Business Awards, is also busy working as a consultant these days.

His clients include such tech-focused firms such as Icosian, Civic Ledger, Optimisation Hub, as well as
Farm2Market and Third Pillar Capital.

SMOKING RUINS
Meanwhile, liquidator Jamie Harris from McGrathNicol continues to sift through the smoking ruins of Little
Tokyo Two Pty Ltd, as well as related entities Happy Panda Two Pty Ltd and Enjoyable Lifestyle Pty Ltd.

Launched five years ago, Little Tokyo Two was a co-anchor of The Capital hub in the Queen Street Mall and also
had outposts in Spring Hill, Petrie Terrace, Springfield and the Gold Coast.

Jamie Harris

But Fairweather pulled the plug in April, blaming increased competition in the co-working sector and concluding
the viability of the business was “an unsustainable option for our future’’.



Harris told City Beat on Tuesday that unsecured creditors will “almost certainly” recover nothing from the
wreckage.

In a report to those chasing money earlier this year, Harris revealed that Little Tokyo Two collapsed owing $1.85
million, including nearly $380,000 to 38 unsecured creditors.

He said his investigations were continuing into potential insolvent trading, voidable transactions, unfair
preference payments and recovery actions. Harris expects to complete his probe by early next year.

Fairweather, whose LinkedIn page notes that his education included the “School of hardnocks’’ (sic), could not be
reached for comment.
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